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Mechanical hospital bed, fixed. Available in four section mattress platform version with welded steel meshing. The 
bed is equipped with positioning of the head and foot section with rastomat. Bed headboards are filled with melamine 
LTD. All metal parts are painted in RAL color.

optional accessories for bed Sabina II/A:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC

infusion stand, fixed V5650 

lifting pole V5390

collapsible siderail, right-side V050EBN 

collapsible siderail, left-side V051EBN 

 VV0V0V032EBN   RARAL 

95950 x 2 100

         900 x 2 000

500

        780
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A mobile mechanical hospital bed with independently locking castors, available in four section mattress plat-
form version with welded steel meshing. The bed is equipped with a positioning head section with gas spring and foot 
section with rastomat. Bed headboards are filled with melamine LTD. All metal parts are painted in RAL color. 

optional accessories for bed Sabina II:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC

infusion stand, fixed V5650 

lifting pole V5390 

collapsible siderail, right-side V050EBN 

collapsible siderail, left-side V051EBN 

SABBBIIIINNNA II

4 M
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A mobile mechanical hospital bed with independently locking castors, available in four section mattress platform 
version with welded steel meshing. The bed is equipped with a positioning head section with gas spring and foot section 
with rastomat. Bed headboards are filled with melamine LTD. All metal parts are painted in RAL color.

optional accessories for bed Sabina III: 
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC 

infusion stand, fixed V5650 

lifting pole V5390 

collapsible siderail, right-side V050EBN 

collapsible siderail, left-side V051EBN 

             

 

4 M
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A mobile mechanical hospital bed with independently locking castors, available in four section mattress platform
version with welded steel meshing. The bed is equipped with a positioning head section with gas spring and thigh and calf
section with rastomat. Bed headboards are filled with HPL and are removable. All metal parts are painted in RAL color. 

optional accessories for bed Sabina III/A:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC

infusion stand, fixed V5650 

lifting pole V5390

collapsible siderail, right-side V050EBN 

collapsible siderail, left-side V051EBN

 SABBBBIIIINNNA III/AA
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 WOOOOOODDD
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           810
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 V5V55522210         

 11 0050 x 2 175

         900 x 2 000

 540

          910

 190   
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The bed with solid wood paneling, which is designed for social care, seniors‘ homes or home care. Available innnnn ffoooouuuuurrrrr 
section mattress platform version with welded steel meshing or equipped with beech lamella grid providing greater patieennnntttt 
comfort. The bed is positioned mechanically with the help of gas springs or with rastomat. It is equipped with integrated or 
divided siderails.

WOOOOOODDDD PLUSS

4 M

4 M
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 A mobile mechanical nursing bed with independently locking castors, available in four section mattress platform 
version with welded steel meshing.The bed is equipped with a positioning head section with gas spring and thigh and calf 
section with rastomat.Bed headboards are filled with melamine LTD, integrated collapsible siderails are made of beech 
plywood.All metal parts are painted in RAL color.

optional accessories for bed Sabina VI:
 mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC 

 infusion stand, fixed V5650 

 lifting pole V5390

4 M
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 A mobile mechanical nursing bed with independently locking castors, available in three section mattress platform 
version with wooden lamella grid.The bed is equipped with positioning of the head and foot section with rastomat. Bed 
headboards and siderails are made of melamine LTD. All metal parts are painted in RAL color.

optional accessories for bed Sabina VI/B:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC 

 infusion stand, fixed V5650 
 lifting pole V5390
 fixed siderail  1/3 V054EBN
 collapsible siderail, right-side 2/3 V053EBN
 collapsible siderail, left-side 2/3 V052EBN

.........  
        

  

  SABBBIIIINNNNA VI//BB

3 M
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      500
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 A mobile mechanical nursing bed with independently locking castors, available in two section mattress platform version 
with welded steel meshing.The bed is equipped with a positioning head section with gas spring and thigh and calf section is 
fixed.Bed headboards are filled with melamine LTD, integrated collapsible siderails are made of beech plywood. All metal parts 
are painted in RAL color.

optional accessories for bed Sabina VI/C:
 mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC 

 infusion stand, fixed V5650 

 lifting pole V5390

SABBBIIIINNNA VI//CC
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electric beds 

A mobile electric nursing bed with independently locking castors.The patient surface consists of four sections, and is 
made of welded meshing. A nursing bed with height adjustment and positioning of the head and thigh sections by means of 
electric motors. The bed is equipped with positioning of the calfrest mechanically with rastomat. Bed headboards are filled 
with melamine LTD, integrated collapsible siderails are made of beech plywood. All metal parts are painted in RAL color.

optional accessories for bed Sabina VII:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC

infusion stand, fixed V5650 

lifting pole V5390

 SABBBBIIIIINNNNA VII
V0V0003337EBN  

     11 050 x 2 150

          900 x 2 000

      420 - 760

          170   

 45
 0 Hz230 V - 50/60
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  SABBBBIIIINNNA VIII

A mobile electric hospital bed with independently locking castors, available in four section and five section mattress 
platform versions with welded steel meshing. A hospital bed with height adjustment and positioning of the head and thigh 
sections by means of electric motors. The bed is equipped with positioning of the calfrest mechanically with rastomat. 
Bed headboard panels with melamine or HPL.Headboards are removable. All metal parts are painted in RAL color. 

optional accessories for bed Sabina VIII:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC
infusion stand, fixed V5650
lifting pole V5390
collapsible siderail, right-side V050EBN
collapsible siderail, left-side V051EBN

 V0V0003338EBN  

97970 x 2 210

           900 x 2 000

           420 - 760

190

           85    

0 Hz  230 V - 50/60

4 E E
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 A mobile electric hospital bed with independently locking castors, available in four section mattress platform 
version with welded steel meshing. A hospital bed with height adjustment and positioning of the head and thigh sections 
by means of electric motors. The bed is equipped with positioning of the calfrest mechanically with rastomat. Bed 
headboard panels with HPL.Headboards are removable. All metal parts are painted in RAL color. 

optional accessories for bed Sabina VIII/A:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC

 infusion stand, fixed V5650
 lifting pole V5390
 collapsible siderail, right-side V050EBN
 collapsible siderail, left-side V051EBN

 

    

     

Hz  

  SABBBBIIIINNNA VIII//AA
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A mobile electric nursing bed with independently locking castors, available in four section mattress platform version
with welded steel meshing. A nursing bed with height adjustment and positioning of the head and thigh sections by means
of electric motors. The bed is equipped with positioning of the calfrest mechanically with rastomat. Bed headboards and
siderails are made of melamine LTD.  All metal parts are painted in RAL color.

optional accessories for bed Sabina IX:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC
infusion stand, fixed V5650
lifting pole V5390
fixed siderail 1/3 V054EBN
collapsible siderail, right-side 2/3 V053EBN
collapsible siderail, left-side 2/3 V052EBN

 SABBBIIIINNNA IX
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A mobile electric hospital bed with cental locking castors, available in four section mattress platform version with welded 
steel meshing. A hospital bed with positioning of height adjustment by means of two electric poles and including Trendelenburg 
and anti-Trendelenburg positions. The bed is equipped with positioning of the head and thigh sections by means of electric 
motors and calfrest mechanically with rastomat. Bed headboard panels with HPL. Headboards are removable. All metal parts 
are painted in RAL color.   

optional accessories for bed Sabina X2S:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC 
infusion stand, fixed V5650 
lifting pole V5390
collapsible siderail, right-side V050EBN
collapsible siderail, left-side V051EBN

        
 SABBBIIIINNNNA X2SS
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 A mobile electric nursing bed with cental locking castors, available in four section mattress platform version 
with welded steel meshing. A nursing bed with positioning of height adjustment by means of two electric poles and 
including Trendelenburg and anti-Trendelenburg positions. The bed is equipped with positioning of the head and thigh 
sections by means of electric motors and calfrest mechanically with rastomat.  Bed headboards and siderails are made 
of melamine LTD.  All metal parts are painted in RAL color.   

optional accessories for bed Sabina X2SDS:
mattress 100 x 900 x 2000mm V015ENC 

 infusion stand, fixed V5650
 lifting pole V5390
 collapsible siderail, right-side 2/3 V053EBN
 collapsible siderail, left-side 2/3 V052EBN

aaaaaa ssssssseeeeeeeaaaaaaaatttttttt
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 ORDDDDIIIINNNO D amination couch - eexa
VV0V0V041EBN  

7750 x 2 010

           750 x 2 000

     740

740

 190  

      25

   

 Manual positioning examination couch, available in two section mattress platform version, upholstered in health letherette, 
mechanically adjustable headrest, easy to clean and washable material.All metal parts are painted in RAL color. 

optional accessories for examination couch ORDINO D:
 nasal slit placed in the reclining headrest 
 castors
 sanitary paper holder
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transportation trolleys

 Transportation trolleys with hinged armrests to the sides allow easy placement of the patient 
in a trolley.

VV6V6V600005

1 0040          

        790

540 x 480        

550

18

    

REHHHHAAAA
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18       
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emetaaallll bbed fraamme oden gradeee with wwooo
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 bed hhheeeadboarrdd 
solid wwoood

accessories for beds
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 bed hheeeeadboarrdd 
 laminatte A

 bed hhheeeadboarrdd 
laminaatte B

 bed hheeeeadboarrdd 
 laminaatte C

 bed hhheeeadboarrdd 
laminaatte D
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antidecubital mattresses

Antidecubital mattress is designed for use in healthcare and nursing. The mattress is made of polyurethane foam, with
longitudinal and transverse cut through. The mattress cover is made of fabric with polyurethane coating, waterproof and
breathable, elastic on both sides and washable. 

               

015ENC        ANTTIIDDDDEEEKUBITT VV0     
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bedside cabinets
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 The bedside cabinets are intended for use by patients on standard bed departments in the hospital, even for 
people using social services and care facilities.
 Metal or LTD bedside cabinets located on the chassis with 4 swivel casters (2 front wheels are braked individually). 
The bedside cabinet has a small drawer for storing items of everyday use to a maximum weight of 3kg. At the bottom 
of the bedside cabinet is situated larger cabinet with shelves for storing of larger items (such as clothing). Metal bedside 
cabinet is equipped with retractable laminate and swivel dining board. The bedside cabinet made from LTD is equipped 
with retractable and swivel dining board from LTD. 


